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Abstract
One of the symptoms of Cerebral Palsy (CP) is the lack of spatial awareness due to the inability to respond well to visual cues. This project seeks to augment visual perception with an auditory feedback system to enhance spatial navigation of a student with CP. When using a wheelchair, the student tends to bump into obstacles and as such, requires assistance to get by. The project applies principles from medical instrumentation and leverages on the student’s ability to respond to sound to design an Arduino-ultrasonic-based auditory feedback device that alerts the student when approaching obstacles.

Methods
The design of the personalized assistive device involved constant communication with the end user and their family. Discussions focused on understanding the needs of the student and most importantly the idiosyncrasies of the student. Questionnaires were prepared for the family of the student to provide details on the likes and dislikes of the students as well as their quotidian activities. Responses from these informed the final concept selection to propose a solution to the problem.

Current Progress
Schematic of design concept

Challenges and Future Work
The greatest challenge this project faced was completing an alpha ready prototype for the student to test for feedback.

As such, future work of this project will focus on completion and physical testing of a fully functional prototype.
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Battery Testing
- 9V Battery
- Ultrasonic distance sensor
- Buzzer and LED (in place of mp3 module and speaker)
- 10 cm alert distance

Battery Life
- 10 – 12 hours Fully functional
- 15 hours Slight reduction in performance
- 19 hours Small buzzing sound
- 20 hours Battery died

Schematic of design concept